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Structural Setting of the 2008 Mw 7.9 Wenchuan, China, Earthquake

by Judith Hubbard, John H. Shaw, and Yann Klinger

Abstract The 2008 Mw 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake ruptured an imbricate thrust
system in the Longmen Shan range, which forms the eastern boundary of the Tibetan
Plateau. We use seismic reflection data and surface geology to construct geologic
cross sections and a three-dimensional (3D) fault model in the range front. The rupture
was complex, with slip on both the steeply dipping Beichuan fault and the more shal-
lowly dipping Pengguan fault, which appear to merge at depth. In contrast, only the
Beichuan fault ruptured in the north, with the transition near a lateral fault offset.
Thus, the earthquake involved multiple thrust splays and breached a significant seg-
ment boundary. To investigate the tectonic setting of the earthquake, we extend our
previous measurements of crustal shortening (Hubbard and Shaw, 2009) into the in-
terior of the range and show that shortening correlates with topography. This suggests
that upper-crustal shortening can produce the high topography of the Longmen Shan
without calling on other uplift mechanisms. Based on this understanding, we model
the thrust belt as a critical taper wedge, to assess what rock and fault strengths are
required to explain the topographic slopes within the range front and basin. The low
taper within the basin is consistent with a weak detachment (δf ≈ 0:1), while a slightly
stronger (δf ≈ 0:3–0:4) detachment is necessary to explain the higher taper of the
range front. This difference may relate to the localization of the detachment within
a Triassic evaporite sequence within the basin, while the faults beneath the range front
are rooted in Precambrian metasedimentary or igneous rocks. Critical taper theory
implies that shortening in the range front where the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake
occurred is many times greater than in the basin, consistent with our shortening
measurements. We examine the implications of these findings for seismic hazard
assessment in the region and in other active mountain belts around the world.

Introduction

The 2008 Mw 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake occurred in
the Sichuan Province of central China, along the Longmen
Shan mountain belt, which defines the eastern margin of the
Tibetan Plateau (Fig. 1). Seismological data indicate that the
rupture initiated in the southern Longmen Shan and propa-
gated unilaterally toward the northeast for ∼250 km, with
equivalent magnitudes of thrust and dextral motion (Lin
et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009). The earthquake caused more
than 80,000 fatalities, left more than 1.5 million people
homeless, and produced enormous economic losses (Stone,
2008). The rupture occurred in a region with no prior historic
earthquakes of comparable size and in a region with only
modest amounts of horizontal shortening measured by geo-
desy (Chen et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2005).

TheWenchuan earthquake had several important charac-
teristics that provide insights into the nature of large earth-
quakes in mountain belts and the tectonic processes that
have developed the Longmen Shan. First, the earthquake
occurred in a fold belt that many considered to be largely
inactive, with lower-crustal inflation invoked to explain the

topography in the absence of significant active crustal
shortening. Second, the earthquake had avery complex source
geometry, rupturing not one, but two northwest-dipping faults
that form part of an imbricate stack, and extending laterally
across a major segment boundary (Figs. 1, 2). Finally, the
earthquake occurred deep in the interior of the mountain belt,
200 km northwest of the toe of the fold-and-thrust belt in the
Sichuan basin, and thus has been termed out-of-sequence
(e.g., Liu-Zeng et al., 2009). These attributes clearly had
major impacts on the level of damage generated by the earth-
quake. The rupture of multiple faults and the earthquake’s
ability to breach a major lateral, geometric segment boundary
enabled it to be very large, thereby increasing the magnitude
and duration of hazardous ground shaking. In addition, the
fact that the earthquake did not involve the frontal faults in
the fold-and-thrust belt likely spared the largest population
centers, such as the city of Chengdu, from major damage,
but had severe consequences for the towns in themountainous
region where the earthquake occurred.
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In this paper, we define the structural setting of the
Wenchuan earthquake and use these insights to examine
the nature of deformation in the Longmen Shan and the
Sichuan basin. First, we develop a comprehensive, three-
dimensional (3D) model of the structures in the Longmen
Shan, including the faults that ruptured in the Wenchuan
earthquake. We examine the changes in the geometry of
the rupture and associated faults along strike, and explore
the geometric and kinematic interactions of the various fault

splays that comprised the earthquake rupture. The Wenchuan
earthquake demonstrates the ability of thrust fault earth-
quakes to involve multiple thrust splays and rupture across
significant lateral segment boundaries, which has implica-
tions for earthquake hazards in this region and in other
mountain belts around the world.

We then examine the shortening recorded on faults in the
upper crust extending through the Sichuan basin and into the
Longmen Shan. These shortening patterns are compared with

Figure 1. Landsat image of the Longmen Shan and western Sichuan basin, showing the epicenter and focal mechanisms of the 2008
Wenchuan earthquake, aftershocks, and major faults. Cross sections A-A’ through E-E’ are geological interpretations based on seismic
reflection profiles and surface geological data. Cross section Z-Z’ is shown in Figure 10. Emergent and blind thrusts are distinguished,
as are the Beichuan fault and the portion of the frontal fault system that ruptured in the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake. Well 1 is shown
in Figure 16. Focal mechanisms were obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey (northern focal mechanism) and the Global Centroid
Moment Tensor Project (southern) (see the Data and Resources section). (Figure after Hubbard and Shaw, 2009.) The color version of
this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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topography to assess if crustal shortening or lower-crustal
inflation is responsible for the topography of the mountain
belt. This analysis extends our previously published results
(Hubbard and Shaw, 2009), and employs a large dataset

of industry seismic reflection data (Fig. 3), combined with
geologic maps and surface rupture data (Fig. 2), to develop
balanced cross sections.We then show that the fold-and-thrust
belt can be modeled as a critical taper wedge using reasonable

Figure 2. Geological map of the Longmen Shan, with inset showing the location of the map relative to the complete surface rupture. The
epicenter, focal mechanisms (obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey and the Global Centroid Moment Tensor Project; see Data and
Resources section), and surface rupture are distinguished. Cross section shows geological interpretation of line B-B’, with lower-hemisphere
projections of the focal mechanisms viewed along strike; shades in the cross section are a simplified representation of those on the geological
map. The original Global CMT location appears to be inconsistent with mapped faults; a dashed arrow points to a more reasonable location
on the cross section. The six main structures of the range are numbered: (1) upper detachment system, (2) Range Front thrust, (3) frontal fault
system, (4) frontal klippen, (5) Beichuan fault, and (6) Wenchuan fault. For descriptions see the text. The “Unit Ages” legend gives the rough
ages of the rocks shown in the map; numbers 1–7 on the map represent rough age classifications. The inset show major faults and surface
rupture. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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values of crustal and basal detachment strength. The fold
belt exhibits two distinct tapers, one in the range front and
a second in the basin, which likely reflect differences in basal
detachment strengths. Finally, we explore the implications
of these findings for regional earthquake hazards.

Character of the Wenchuan Rupture

Prior to the Wenchuan earthquake, interpretations of
satellite imagery suggested active thrusting and strike slip

on faults in the Longmen Shan (Tapponnier and Molnar,
1977), and geomorphic observations of offset terraces iden-
tified slip (dominantly dextral) on the Pengguan fault within
the last 1000 yr, and of offset terraces and other landforms on
the Beichuan fault within the last 12–13 ka (Densmore et al.,
2007). However, very low seismicity along the range front
suggested that the faults in the range were relatively inactive,
although several large historical earthquakes (>M7) rup-
tured the Min Jiang and Huya faults to the north of the Long-
men Shan (Chen et al., 1994).

Figure 3. Topographic map of the Longmen Shan and western Sichuan basin. Thin dark lines show the locations of available seismic
reflection profiles used to produce our geological cross sections; thick light lines show the locations of interpreted cross sections. Cross
section Z-Z’ (Figs. 1, 10) is distinguished over cross section A-A’. Square indicates location of Well 1 (Fig. 16). Thick black line shows the
2008 Wenchuan surface rupture from Xu et al. (2009). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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The Mw 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake demonstrated that
the faults in the range front are both currently active and cap-
able of generating large earthquakes. The rupture initiated at
about 16 km depth, propagating unilaterally upward and to
the northeast. Seismic source inversions show that the rup-
ture can be divided into two subevents. The first subevent
occurred near Yingxiu and exhibited oblique, right-lateral
thrust slip, while the second occurred to the northeast near
Beichuan and was dominated by right-lateral slip (e.g., Ji and
Hayes, 2008; Sladen, 2008; Shen et al., 2009). Field inves-
tigations show that the Wenchuan earthquake ruptured both
the Beichuan and Pengguan faults along the central segment
of the Longmen Shan thrust belt (Liu-Zeng et al., 2009; Xu
et al., 2009). The Beichuan and Pengguan faults have similar
north-northeasterly strikes and dip to the northwest; they
represent two faults within an imbricate stack that comprise
the structure of the range front (Fig. 2) (Hubbard and Shaw,
2009). The Beichuan fault dips steeply (>60°) to the north-
west at the surface and is interpreted to sole to a basal
detachment below the rupture surface (Fig. 2). Based on
the results reported in Liu-Zeng et al. (2009) and Xu et al.
(2009), the average vertical offset along the Beichuan rupture
zone is 2–4 m, with one anomalous scarp ∼10 m high, and
local maxima of 5–6 m; the maximum right-lateral offset is
4.4–6.8 m. The Pengguan fault trace is located about 12 km
east of the southern part of the Beichuan fault rupture (Fig. 2).

The Pengguan fault dips moderately (≈30°) to the west, with
the surface rupture dominated by thrust offsets with only
minor right-lateral slip (<1 m). The maximum vertical offset
across the coseismic scarp is 2.9–3.7 m, and the vertical off-
set decreases gradually to the northeast (Liu-Zeng et al.,
2009; Xu et al., 2009). These observations confirm that the
Wenchuan earthquake involved coseismic ruptures on multi-
ple faults that represent part of an imbricate thrust stack,
implying that the source geometry was complicated. The
Beichuan fault, which lies in the hinterland and is thus the
more steeply dipping member of the faults that ruptured,
accommodated a significant component of strike slip. In con-
trast, the Pengguan fault, which lies to the foreland and dips
more gently, accommodated nearly pure dip slip.

To further explore the nature of the earthquake source
geometry, we developed a series of geologic cross sections
and a comprehensive 3D representation of the fault systems
in the Longmen Shan range front and the western Sichuan
basin, including the faults that ruptured in the Wenchuan
earthquake. We integrated geologic maps, detailed maps of
surface ruptures, including surficial estimates of fault dips,
and measurements of uplift and lateral displacements from
Xu et al. (2009), earthquake hypocenters and focal mecha-
nisms relocated using double-difference methods (Pei et al.,
2008), an extensive grid of seismic reflection profiles
acquired by the petroleum industry (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6), and logs

Figure 4. Sample seismic reflection profile crossing the Longquan anticline. Thick arrows point to the location of the thrust fault; thin
arrows pick out the detachment. Lower cross section is a composite of cross sections C-C’, D-D’, and E-E’; box shows the location of the
seismic profile and interpretation. Depth conversion was performed using a 2D velocity model derived from stacking velocities. Note that the
seismic data is 1∶1, while the cross section is vertically exaggerated (x2). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
edition.
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from petroleum wells that define stratigraphic tops and seis-
mic velocities.

The geologic section shown in Figure 2 defines the six
main fault systems that have accommodated deformation in
the Longmen Shan: (1) the detachment system that underlies
the Sichuan basin at a few km depth and rises to the surface
on thrust faults within the basin (Fig. 4); (2) the Range Front
thrust, a blind fault that connects the detachment system in
the Sichuan basin with a much deeper detachment under the
Longmen Shan (Fig. 6); (3) the frontal thrusts, including the
Pengguan and Hanwang faults, which crop out at the range
front; (4) the frontal klippen, which extend along strike
southeast of the Beichuan fault and bring Paleozoic rocks
above Triassic; (5) the Beichuan fault, which is the main fault
that ruptured in the Wenchuan earthquake; and (6) the
Wenchuan fault, a steeply dipping fault that lies northwest
of the Beichuan fault. The faults and basal detachment in
the Sichuan basin are directly imaged by high-quality seis-
mic reflection data. The basin detachment dips slightly to the
west toward the range front and lies at depths ranging from
about 3 to 4 km. As this detachment approaches the range
front, seismic reflection data show that it displaces a Meso-
zoic and Paleozoic section in its hanging wall above Meso-
zoic strata in its footwall. The hanging wall strata are folded
into a broad anticline that has direct surface expression
(Fig. 7). The stratigraphic juxtaposition and hanging-wall
fold geometry imply that the detachment steps down to the
west, forming a thrust ramp that we term the Range Front
thrust. We interpret the dip of this thrust ramp (33°) using

fault-bend folding theory (Suppe, 1983) based on the
observed hanging-wall cutoff angle (β-35°), the fold shape
(axial angle γ-75°), and the dip of the fault above the bend
(4°). The maximum depth of the Range Front thrust is not
directly constrained. The mapped traces and surface dips
of the Pengguan (≈30°NW) and Beichuan (>60°NW) faults
imply that the two structures intersect one another at a depth
well above the mainshock hypocenter. Moreover, the loca-
tion of the hypocenter and the dip of its preferred nodal plane
(35° from the Global CMT catalog) suggest that the Beichuan
fault shallows its dip with depth. This fault geometry is con-
sistent with the presence of a major synclinorium that lies to
the northwest of the Beichuan and Wenchuan faults (Figs. 2,
7). Based on fault-related folding theories (Suppe, 1983;
Shaw et al., 2005), we suggest that a shallowing of the dip
of the Beichuan thrust to a detachment between ∼16–20 km
is consistent with the earthquake data, the surface fault con-
straints, and the location and geometry of the synclinorium.
While other solutions for the fault geometry at depth are
likely permissible, we suggest that this interpretation is com-
patible with tomographic observations of a low-velocity zone
at depths of 16–26 km beneath the range (Huang et al.,
2009), as well as the fact that very few earthquakes have
occurred beneath those depths (Li et al., 2010).

To represent the geometries of these fault systems in
three dimensions, we georeferenced and integrated these
geological and geophysical data and interpretations into
GOCAD (Mallet, 1992), a 3D geologic CAD tool that is
suitable for modeling fault geometries and other types of

Figure 5. Sample seismic reflection profile crossing the foothills region of the Longmen Shan (cross section D-D’). Arrows point to
faults visible in the seismic reflection profile. Lower cross section is a composite of cross sections C-C’, D-D’, and E-E’; box shows the
location of the seismic profile and interpretation. Depth conversion was performed using a 2-D velocity model derived from stacking
velocities. Note that both the seismic data and the cross section are vertically exaggerated (x2). The color version of this figure is available
only in the electronic edition.
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structural analysis. We used these data to build triangulated
surface representations to define the complex fault shapes
within the Longmen Shan following the approach of Plesch
et al. (2007). Our model includes all of the major fault sys-
tems described in the cross sections, with the exception of the
frontal klippen, as these are clearly inactive. Figure 8b shows
an image of our model in perspective view, with the faults
that ruptured in the Wenchuan earthquake. This figure
emphasizes the changes of the geometry of the fault system
along strike, with two faults rupturing in the southern section
and only one in the north. The 3D geometries of the faults are
also shown as contour maps (Fig. 9).

These 3D fault geometries and surface rupture patterns
indicate that some degree of slip partitioning occurred during
the Wenchuan earthquake. The earthquake ruptured both the
steeply dipping (∼40–60°) Beichuan fault and the more shal-
lowly dipping (∼30°) Pengguan fault. Field measurements
indicate that the Pengguan fault was almost complete dip
slip, while the Beichuan fault accommodated only slightly
more dip slip than strike slip. Slip partitioning is a process

by which oblique motions are accommodated in the near sur-
face, with lateral displacements occurring on steeply dipping
strike-slip faults and dip slip occurring on more shallowly
dipping faults (e.g., Gaudemer et al., 1995; Bowman et al.,
2003). In the case of the Wenchuan earthquake, the slip par-
titioning was not perfect: while the shallowly dipping Peng-
guan fault did rupture with dip slip, the steeply dipping
Beichuan fault is not vertical and accommodated mixed
strike-slip and dip-slip motion. Nevertheless, the lateral
component of slip was accommodated on the more steeply
dipping of the two faults. Our analysis suggests that the Bei-
chuan fault acquired its steep dip by a process of imbrication,
based on the observation that strata in its footwall are folded
by underlying thrust faults. Moreover, our 3D analysis sug-
gests that the Beichuan and Pengguan faults merge at depth
and, therefore, that the deepest levels of faulting, below the
fault branching point, likely accommodate oblique slip. We
note that the difference in slip partitioning between the south-
ern and northern rupture zones is also consistent with finite
fault models (e.g., Ji and Hayes, 2008; Sladen, 2008), which

Figure 6. Sample seismic reflection profile showing the upper part of the blind Range Front thrust. Upper horizon shows the top of the
Triassic; lower shows the top of the Paleozoic. Dipping units (e.g., Top Triassic) above the flat detachment constrain the dip of the Range
Front thrust following our understanding of kinematic fault-bend folding (Suppe, 1983; Shaw et al., 2005). Lower cross section is a com-
posite of cross sections C-C’, D-D’, and E-E’; box shows the location of the seismic profile and interpretation. Note that the seismic data is
1∶1, while the cross section is vertically exaggerated (x2). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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shows that the southern zone exhibited oblique, right-lateral
thrust slip producing slip partitioning along two faults, while
the northern zone was dominated by right-lateral slip, with
rupture along a single, steeply dipping fault. This behavior
was also documented in the Mw 8–8.3 1927 Gulang earth-
quake, China (Gaudemer et al., 1995), the Mw 7.6 1932
Changma earthquake, China (Peltzer et al., 1998; Meyer
et al., 1998), theMw 8.3 1957 Gobi–Altai earthquake, Mon-
golia (Baljinnyam et al., 1993; Ritz et al., 2003), and the
Mw 7.8 2001 Kokoxili earthquake, China (King et al., 2005).
Nevertheless, such slip-partitioning events appear to be rare.

The Wenchuan earthquake rupture also exhibits signifi-
cant changes in fault geometry along strike. The northern and
southern parts of the Beichuan rupture are separated by an
∼9–10 km wide right-stepping lateral offset previously
mapped by Tapponnier and Molnar (1977); rupture between
these segments highlighted a roughly east–west-trending tear

fault (Fig. 1) (Xu et al., 2009). The obliquity of the rupture
suggests that the slip on this fault should have been largely
dextral. Fault segmentation of this sort has been mapped in
previous events (e.g., Spotila and Sieh, 1995; Haeussler et al.,
2004; Klinger et al., 2006; Klinger, 2010). Wesnousky
(2006) observed that the maximum dimension of fault steps
across which strike-slip earthquakes rupture is about 4 km;
this limit was upheld by Elliott et al. (2009). Zhang et al.
(1999) examined normal faulting earthquakes in the Basin
and Range Province and observed no events rupturing across
discontinuities greater than 5 km (1915 Pleasant Valley).
Wesnousky (2008) found that dip-slip events have ruptured
through steps of 5–7 km, greater than for strike-slip earth-
quakes. The step in the Wenchuan earthquake is larger
than all of these limits, however, implying that there may be
important differences between the Wenchuan rupture and
the more traditional strike-slip and dip-slip events used in

Figure 7. (a) Strip of geological map showing the surface data used to constrain cross section C-C’ (see Fig. 2 for full map). (b) Cross
section C-C’, shaded to roughly correspond to the map. Note that the right side of the cross section is further constrained by the seismic data
shown in Figure 5. The shades and numbers in the strip map are the same as in Figure 2. The Beichuan fault splits into several splays in this
location, of which two ruptured. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 8. (a) Perspective view of the eastern Longmen Shan looking to the northeast, showing cross sections A-A’ and B-B’ of Figure 1.
Major faults are shown. The surface shows a Landsat image draped on a DEM. (Figure after Xu et al., 2009.) (b) View of the 3D model
produced in GOCAD from the same perspective. Wenchuan rupture is composed of Beichuan and Pengguan faults; the upper detachment,
Range Front thrust, lower detachment, northern frontal faults, and Wenchuan fault are also shown. Boxes indicate the locations of
cross sections A-A’ and B-B’, which were used to construct the model. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
edition.
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the Zhang et al. (1999),Wesnousky (2006), and Wesnousky
(2008) analyses. This suggests that complex oblique-slip
earthquakes, such as the Wenchuan event, may have higher
limits to breaching segment boundaries than previously
recognized. Possible explanations for this distinct behavior
include the concept that long-lived or mature faults such
as the Beichuan structure may have a greater ability to breach
lateral segment boundaries than do less mature faults (Duan
and Oglesby, 2006). Alternatively, our analysis suggests that
these two segments of the Beichuan fault are linked in the
subsurface (Figs. 8, 9), despite the change in elevation across
this fault step and the disappearance of the Pengguan rupture
(Xu et al., 2009). While other interpretations may be viable,
our results indicate that the surface offset between the two
features may be a surficial feature and would presumably
have little influence on the rupture path. This possibility

emphasizes the importance of 3D fault models for under-
standing earthquake hazard, because geometric boundaries
that appear to define fault segments at the surface may not
pose boundaries to ruptures at depth.

Tectonic Setting of the Wenchuan Earthquake
in the Longmen Shan

The Longmen Shan mountain range is at the center of a
controversial debate about the rheology of the lower crust
and the processes by which mountain belts grow. The Long-
men Shan extends for more than 350 km along strike across
central China and separates the Tibetan Plateau from the
Sichuan basin. The mountain peaks rise 5500 m above the
basin over a horizontal distance of about 70 km, exhibiting
one of the highest reliefs of the Plateau margin. Many struc-
tures in the Longmen Shan show evidence of polyphase
deformation, with both Mesozoic (largely Triassic) and
Cenozoic age structures observed in outcrop and in the sub-
surface (Fig. 10). In many cases, such as in the Zhongba
thrust sheet, Cenozoic structures have clearly reactivated
older Mesozoic fault systems (Burchfiel et al., 1995; Jia
et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010). Exhumation rates imply that the
present relief of the mountain belt has largely formed since
the Miocene (Kirby et al., 2002). However, geodetic studies
(Chen et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2005; Meade, 2007), as well
as geologic and geomorphic observations (Densmore et al.,
2007), generally agreed prior to the Wenchuan earthquake
that east–west shortening across the range and within the
basin was very limited (<3 mm=yr). These studies also
indicate an important component of strike-slip deformation,
at least since 10–15 ka. Moreover, the Longmen Shan lacks a
typical foreland basin, a depression caused by plate loading
that typically occurs in front of fold-and-thrust belts (Burch-
fiel et al., 1995; Burchfiel et al., 2008). As a result, basic and
controversial questions persist about how this relief was cre-
ated and is sustained, fueling debate about how the broader
Tibetan Plateau formed.

Several authors have interpreted that the Longmen Shan
formed by crustal faulting and shortening (e.g., Meyer et al.,
1998; Tapponnier et al., 2001). However, to explain the
apparent lack of geodetically observed shortening, others
have proposed that they are maintained by dynamic pressure
from lower-crustal flow (Bird, 1991; Royden et al., 1997;
Burchfiel, 2004). This hypothesis argues that lower-crustal
material flowing outward from the center of the plateau is
buttressed by the old, strong lithosphere that underlies the
Sichuan basin, pushing up the crust above and maintaining
steep topography through dynamic pressure. This model
does not require substantial horizontal shortening at the
surface, because the upper crust is largely uplifted, but not
laterally displaced, by the lower-crustal motion (Royden
et al., 1997; Clark and Royden, 2000; Clark et al., 2005;
Cook and Royden, 2008).

Figure 9. Contour maps taken from the 3D model, showing
(a) the Beichuan fault, (b) the southern frontal fault, and (c) the
upper detachment/Range Front thrust/lower detachment surface.
The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
edition.
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Crustal Shortening and Topography
of the Longmen Shan

In a recent study by our group, we established that
topography, crustal shortening, and structural relief are
strongly correlated in the Longmen Shan foothills, and that
the magnitudes of shortening and uplift are more than ade-
quate to generate the topography (Fig. 11) (Hubbard and
Shaw, 2009). In this paper, we extend our measurements of
upper-crustal shortening further into the Longmen Shan
range front based on our new cross sections and 3D fault
model to improve our understanding of how the mountain
belt developed.

We measure the percent of shortening recorded in the
upper crust along two cross sections (D-D’ and E-E’) extend-
ing from the southern Sichuan basin into the foothills of the
Longmen Shan. Shortening is estimated in each area of the
section by restoring hanging-wall and footwall fault cutoffs
and palinspastically restoring strata within folds (after Dahl-
strom, 1969). We note very low shortening values of 1.6–
2.7% within the basin, increasing toward the range front
to a maximum of 37% in the foothills. This correlates with

the increase in topography from the Sichuan basin into the
foothills. Extending these measurements farther to the west
into the high topography of the Longmen Shan, however,
poses a specific challenge because we cannot measure the
precise amount of shortening that produced the structures
in this region as too much of the structure, in particular
the hanging-wall cutoffs of many faults, have been eroded.
Rather, we can more effectively constrain the minimum
shortening that is required to produce these structures
(Fig. 12). In this assessment, two structures require espe-
cially large amounts of shortening: the Beichuan fault, which
brings Precambrian rocks to the surface above Paleozoic
rocks, and the frontal klippen, which place Paleozoic rocks
above the Triassic section. To estimate the minimum short-
ening, we connect these two systems, allowing the same
shortening to produce both structures. This is consistent with
the interpretation of Chen and Wilson (1996). Alternatively,
if the klippen root into the Wenchuan fault or another fault to
the hinterland, the amount of shortening along the section
must be much higher, by nearly a factor of 2, because
two separate thrust systems, each with large displacements,

Figure 10. (a) Seismic reflection profile Z-Z’ showing the Zhongba anticline. Lower horizon shows deformation of the Triassic units;
upper horizon shows deformation of the Jurassic units. (b) Structural relief of the Triassic and Jurassic. Note that the Triassic has slightly more
structural relief than the Jurassic. This indicates that there have been at least two phases of deformation (one in the Triassic, one Cenozoic)
along this cross section. Location of profile is shown in Figure 1. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 11. Shortening versus elevation, extending from the Sichuan basin into the Longmen Shan. Measurements from the foothills
through the Zigong structure are made across cross sections D-D’ and E-E’ and are taken from Hubbard and Shaw (2009); left-most
shortening measurement is from cross section C-C’ (shortening solution is shown in Fig. 12). Note that the shortening and
topography correlate extending into the high topography of the Longmen Shan. The color version of this figure is available only in the
electronic edition.

Figure 12. Minimum shortening solution for cross section C-C’. (a) Current deformed geometry; (b) Retrodeformed cross section. We
measure a minimum of 45.3 km of shortening across this cross section, for a total percent shortening of 45:3=47:5 � 95% shortening. Shades
are the same as in the cross section in Figure 2. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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are required to explain the structural observations. We also
observe measurable shortening along the range front fault,
the frontal faults, and the second splay of the Beichuan fault
that exists along this cross section. We resolve no significant
shortening on the Wenchuan fault, based on the mapped
geometries and the fault and its cutoff relationships. The
activity of this fault is unclear: Burchfiel et al. (1995) iden-
tified active dextral slip, while Densmore et al. (2007) found
no unambiguous evidence for Quaternary displacement in
their field studies.

Our assessment indicates that at least 45.3 km of short-
ening has been required over a distance of 47.5 km, or a
minimum of 95% shortening. This indicates that shortening
continues to increase westward into the higher ranges of the
Longmen Shan, where the elevation reaches up to 4.5 km
(Fig. 11). Collectively, these measurements establish that
upper-crustal shortening correlates closely with present-
day topography. Low magnitudes of shortening in the fore-
land are consistent with the gentle topography of the basin. In
contrast, shortening increases substantially toward the range
front and into the high peaks region of the Longmen Shan.

The shortening that we document likely represents the
total sum of the contractional deformation in the basin and
the range front. As we discussed, this deformation likely
includes folding and faulting that occurred in both the
Mesozoic (largely Triassic) and Cenozoic. Unfortunately, we
cannot readily distinguish these different components of
deformation, because we lack Cenozoic strata throughout
most of the basin and range front. Nevertheless, in areas
where we have seismic reflection data we observe that the
magnitudes of Triassic shortening are modest; these struc-
tures are generally reactivated by somewhat higher amounts
of Tertiary deformation. In the case of the Zhongba fold, for
example, the total structural relief of the fold includes 400 m
of Triassic uplift and 1100 m of post early Cretaceous uplift
(Fig. 10). Given that the magnitudes of both Tertiary and
Mesozoic deformation seem to increase into the ranges, this
implies that the general patterns of low shortening in the
basin and high shortening in the range front occurred in both
the Mesozoic and Cenozoic fold belts. Furthermore, a basic
plot of structural relief versus topography through the
Sichuan basin and into the Longmen Shan (Fig. 13) shows
that the structural relief far exceeds the total required to pro-
duce the current topography. Thus, we conclude that the
topography in the basin and range front was produced by
upper-crustal shortening, with a significant component of
the shortening having occurred in the Tertiary. We consider
the Wenchuan earthquake to be an active manifestation of
this ongoing process.

Insights from Critical Taper Wedge Mechanics

Given our assessment that upper-crustal shortening
plays an important role in developing the topography of
the Longmen Shan, we seek to explore if critical taper wedge
mechanics, an established theory that describes the develop-

ment of fold-and-thrust belts, can be successfully applied to
model this deformation. This theory has been successfully
applied to explain the geometries and mechanics of conven-
tional orogenic and passive margin fold-and-thrust belts
throughout the world. Critical-taper wedge mechanics theory
explains the first-order geometry of fold-and-thrust belts as a
function of the internal strength of the wedge of deforming
material and the strength of the basal detachment on which
the wedge slides (Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen et al., 1984).
The analogy of a bulldozer pushing a pile of snow or sand
is often used to illustrate the first-order mechanics (Fig. 14).
Once the critical taper is reached, the wedge grows self-
similarly, and internal deformation of the wedge maintains
the taper. The taper of a specific wedge system is determined
by the strength of the basal detachment relative to the internal
strength of the wedge.

The Longmen Shan clearly involves important compo-
nents of oblique-slip faulting that cannot be addressed by the
critical taper models. While we do not seek to minimize the
importance of oblique-slip faulting in the mountain belt, we
suggest that the correlation between shortening and topogra-
phy, the presence of active thrust faults throughout the fold
belt, and the basic wedge-shaped geometry of the system in-
dicate that aspects of the Longmen Shan may be effectively
explained by critical taper models. Moreover, we suggest that
the fold belt is at or near a state of critical taper because the
deformation has propagated far out into the basin, implying
that it has achieved critical taper in the range front. Small
earthquakes near the Longquan anticline (Burchfiel et al.,
2008), within the Sichuan basin, indicate that this frontal por-
tion of the wedge is active. Combined with fault activity
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Figure 13. Structural relief versus topography for the cross
sections C-C’-D-D’-E-E’. Structural relief for the section C-C’ is
derived from the top Paleozoic horizon of the minimum shortening
solution (Fig. 12), while that along sections D-D’ and E-E’ is taken
from a mid-Jurassic layer. The structural relief increases dramati-
cally as the topography increases along cross section C-C’, far
exceeding the amount needed to produce the topography visible
today. The structural relief along the northwestern half of line
C-C’ is not shown. This is because it is poorly constrained, as
neither the Wenchuan fault nor other faults to the west of the line
are considered in the minimum shortening model. The color version
of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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documented in the Wenchuan earthquake, this suggests that
both the foreland and hinterland portions of the fold belt are
tectonically active.

Thus, we seek to explore if these critical taper models
can explain the basic geometry of the mountain belt, includ-
ing its topography, based on reasonable values of fault and
wedge strength. In fact, the Longmen Shan displays two dis-
tinctive wedge geometries that we suggest reflect underlying
fault properties and influence the rates of deformation across
the fold belt. The topographic slope in the basin is very
low, dipping approximately 0.1° to the southeast (Fig. 15).
Moreover, the primary basal detachment for the active struc-
tures in the basin lies at a depth of about 4 km and dips very
gently to the northwest (1.5°). Combined, these slopes indi-
cate that the shape (or taper) of the fold-and-thrust belt in the
basin is very narrow, consistent with either strong rocks with-
in the wedge and/or a weak basal detachment. In contrast, the

topographic gradient is steeper in the Longmen Shan, imply-
ing that the wedge taper is greater.

To explore this possible relation between the geometry
and topography of the fold-and-thrust belt and its strength,
we have defined a range of critical taper wedge models of
the Longmen Shan range front and thewestern Sichuan basin,
using the formulation of Dahlen et al. (1984) as implemented
in Bilotti and Shaw (2005). These models incorporate detach-
ment geometries derived from our seismic reflection data and
geologic sections, and measures of wedge and detachment
properties (e.g., density, fluid pressure, cohesive strength,
and frictional coefficients) inferred from our understanding
of the regional geology.

The taper of a subaerial wedge can be written following
Dahlen (1990) as:

α� β ≈ β � μb�1 � λb� � Sb=ρgH

1� 2�1 � λ�� sin�ϕ�
1�sinϕ� � C=ρgH

; (1)

where α and β are the dips of the topography and the detach-
ment in radians, respectively; μ � tan�ϕ� and μb are the
coefficients of friction of the wedge and basal detachment,
respectively, where ϕ is the friction angle; λ and λb are
the Hubbert–Rubey fluid-pressure ratios for the wedge and
the basal detachment, respectively (Hubbert and Rubey,
1959); C and Sb are the cohesive strengths of the wedge
and the basal detachment, respectively; ρ is the density of
the wedge; and H is the thickness of the wedge (vertical dis-
tance from the detachment to the topographic surface).

Table 1 gives the parameter ranges that we explored for
our critical taper wedge model. Within the Sichuan basin,
given the assumption that the wedge is hydrostatic and con-
sidering reasonable ranges of other basic parameters, we con-
clude that the basal coefficient of friction must be very low,
<0:25. Note that if thewedge had higher basal fluid pressures,
then the estimated basal frictions would be even lower. On the
other hand, higher internal fluid pressures would indicate
higher basal frictions. In any case, the absolute strength of
the basal detachment, as defined by Suppe (2007), must be
very low. These lowvalues of basal friction are consistent with
values measured in Taiwan (0.04–0.1, Suppe, 2007).

In contrast, the range front topography is much steeper,
implying a greater effective strength to the underlying basal
detachment. The dip of the basal detachment under the Long-
men Shan, however, cannot be precisely constrained given
the available geologic and seismologic observations. Thus,
we must consider a wider range of possible detachment dips.
For a low detachment dip of 1.5° (the same as within the
Sichuan basin), the basal friction coefficient must range from
0.14–0.61, which is stronger than that inferred for the basin
given the steeper topographic gradient, but still weak
compared with Byerlee’s law (0.6–0.85; Byerlee, 1978).
Increasing the detachment dip would yield higher basal fric-
tion values. Detachment dips of up to about 17°, which is
close to the dip of the ramp connecting the upper detachment

Figure 14. Conceptual models of (a) simple single-taper
critical taper wedge and (b) double-taper critical taper wedge.
(c) Cross section of the Sichuan basin and eastern Longmen Shan
with thickened faults indicating the basal detachment. Weakened
detachment due to evaporite layer and faults without evaporites
are distinguished. Topography in (c) is the mean swath topography
from Figure 15. The shades of the units are the same as in the cross
section in Figure 2. Two wedge zones are defined here: the Sichuan
basin, which has a shallow, weak detachment and a shallow surface
slope, and the frontal Longmen Shan, which has a strong basal
detachment and a steep surface slope. The color version of this fig-
ure is available only in the electronic edition.
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beneath the Sichuan basin with the lower detachment
beneath the Longmen Shan, would still yield basal friction
values consistent with Byerlee’s law. However, achieving
this dip requires the coefficient of friction within the wedge
to be lower than that at the base (μ � 0:72 < μb � 0:9),
which is both unlikely and invalidates the critical taper equa-
tion used (equation 1 is the small-angle approximation of the
full equation and is only valid as long as μb�1 � λb� ≪
μ�1 � λ�; Dahlen, 1990). In addition, this detachment dip

is far higher than those defined for most other fold belts
(e.g., Barbados: β � 2°, Dahlen, 1990; Taiwan: β � 6°,
Davis et al., 1983; Niger Delta: β � 1:2–2:2°, Bilotti and
Shaw, 2005). Thus, we feel that a shallow detachment dip,
closer to 1.5°, is more likely if the Longmen Shan is behav-
ing as a critical taper wedge. Finally, we suggest that this
inferred deep detachment may extend out into the Sichuan
basin, and link to the Weiyuan anticline (regional cross sec-
tion in Fig. 4). The Weiyuan fold is clearly distinct from the

Table 1
Parameters Used in Critical Taper Wedge Modeling

Value

Parameter Sichuan Longmen Shan Method of Determination

Surface slope α 0.068° 2.1° Measured from swath topography
Detachment dip β 1.5° 0–17° Sichuan: measured from seismic section;

Longmen Shan: see discussion in text
Thickness H 4 km 19 km Sichuan: measured from seismic section;

Longmen Shan: inferred from geologic cross section
Density ρ 2700 kg=m3 – Average crustal value
Fluid-pressure ratio λ Pf=ρgH ≈ ρwgH=ρgH � ρw=ρ � 1=2:7≈ 0:370 – Hydrostatic approximation (assumes no overpressure)
Basal fluid-pressure
ratio λb

ρw=ρ � 1=2:7≈ 0:370 – Same as for λ

Wedge cohesion C 0–20 MPa – Hoshino et al. (1972); Bilotti and Shaw (2005)
Basal cohesion Sb 0–5 MPa – Hoshino et al. (1972); Bilotti and Shaw (2005)
Internal coefficient
of friction μ

0.5–1.4 – Suppe (1984)

Basal coefficient
of friction μb

0–0.25 0.14–0.95 Sichuan: Modeled result given other constraints;
Longmen Shan: lower bound–modeled
result; upper bound–Byerlee

Figure 15. Swath profile (northwest to southeast) of the Longmen Shan and Sichuan basin. Mean, maximum, and minimum elevations
are shown. The location of the profile is given on the inset map. The thick line on the map and arrow on the profile indicate the southeastern
limit of the wedge, as defined by the location where the mean topography diverges from a shallow constant slope of ∼0:068°. The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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other structures that we have documented in the basin above
the shallow basin detachment, because the fold extends to at
least 7 km depth, at the limit of our seismic images.

In order to determine the cause of the different implied
strengths for the basal detachments beneath the basin and the

range front, we explore the nature of the rocks that host the
basal detachments in these two areas. Based on our seismic
reflection data and well control, we observe that the basal
detachment for most structures in the basin is localized with-
in a Triassic evaporite sequence (Fig. 16). The evaporites

Figure 16. Well showing the rock types and acoustic (Pwave) velocities down to ∼2:4 km. For the location of the well, see Figures 1 and
3. Note the presence of a salt layer at ∼1:1–1:2 km, coincident with a strong decrease in velocity. The depth of this layer matches the depth of
the detachment visible in the seismic data. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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likely impose a very effective weak basal friction on the fold-
and-thrust belt, consistent with the predictions of the critical
taper models. This weak basal detachment produces the very
narrow wedge shape and gentle topographic slope in the
basin (Figs. 17, 18). This weak detachment has also enabled
thrust sheets to propagate very far to the east into the center
of the basin, because only small amounts of shortening are
required to achieve the critical taper. In contrast, the front
ranges of the Longmen Shan exhibit steep topographic
slopes, consistent with the predicted increase in the strength
of the basal detachment. The geology of the range front
indicates that the basal detachment must step down beneath
the range front (Figs. 2, 6, 7). Specifically, the Triassic strata
that contain the detachment in the basin are folded and
exposed at the surface in the range front, requiring that
the thrust faults in the range front must sole to a deeper strati-
graphic level. The base of the thrusts in the range front must

also be deeper than in the basin, given the depth of faulting in
the Wenchuan earthquake (>16 km). This implies that a
basal detachment in the range front would lie at midcrustal
levels in Precambrian metasedimentary or igneous rocks,
based on the observation that the Beichuan fault carries
Precambrian intrusive rocks to the surface. This change in
detachment depth occurs along the change in topographic
slope (Fig. 6). Thus, we suggest that the change in strength
of the basal detachment causes the change in the wedge
shape and topographic slope (Figs. 17, 18). This, in turn,
implies a marked increase in the amount of internal deforma-
tion that is required within the range front versus the basin in
order to achieve the critical taper. This predicted increase in
shortening moving from the basin to the range front has been
documented in our previous discussion.

This analysis demonstrates that the fold-and-thrust belt
of the western Sichuan basin and Longmen Shan can be
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Figure 17. Modeled topographic profiles showing the effect of varying the coefficient of friction of the basal detachment, μb, for the
upper detachment underlying the Sichuan basin and the lower detachment underlying the Longmen Shan. The upper cross section shows the
mapped geometry of the upper detachment and the ramp. The values of μ, C, and Sb are fixed to reasonable numbers; to see the effects of
varying these parameters, see Figure 18. Note that the coefficient of friction of the detachment under the Sichuan basin must be very low to
produce the observed topography, while that under the Longmen Shan must be higher. The upper 1.5° line in the cross section indicates the
location of the upper detachment, while the lower 1.5° line indicates the location of the lower detachment. The color version of this figure is
available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 18. Modeled topographic profiles showing the effects of varying the wedge and basal detachment parameters: the coefficient of
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modeled as a critical taper wedge with reasonable rock and
fault strength parameters. The low taper in the Sichuan basin
is consistent with a low basal friction, which is to be expected
given the observation that the detachment lies within a Trias-
sic evaporite sequence. The steeper topography of the range
front can similarly be modeled as a critical taper wedge
yielding higher, but still reasonable, values of basal friction.
Thus, while the topographic gradient of the Longmen Shan is
clearly very steep, it can nevertheless be modeled as a critical
taper wedge using values of basal fault strength that are in-
deed considerably less than laboratory measurements of sta-
tic fault friction. We suggest that this result further supports
our conclusion, based on our correlation of upper-crustal
shortening and topography, that the Longmen Shan moun-
tain range does not require any extraordinary mechanism
of uplift, but rather can be explained by crustal shortening.

This critical taper analysis also provides insights into
another noteworthy aspect of the Wenchuan earthquake,
namely that the rupture occurred on faults that are more than
200 km west of the toe of the fold-and-thrust belt.
Traditionally, most fold-and-thrust belts are thought to devel-
op by break-forward propagation of thrust sheets, implying
that the youngest, and most active, thrust sheets lie in the toe
of the fold-and-thrust belt. Thus, several authors (e.g., Liu-
Zeng et al., 2009) have described the Wenchuan earthquake
as an out-of-sequence event. However, our analysis demon-
strates that over geologic timescales, the amount of shorten-
ing in the toe of the fold-and-thrust belt (1.6–2.7%) is much
less than that observed in the range front (>95%). This is
consistent with the inference, based on critical taper analysis,
that the basal detachment beneath the basin is very weak.
Thus, only small amounts of shortening are required to
achieve critical taper. In contrast, when the detachment steps
back into the range front, it drops substantially below the
evaporite section, and thus presumably has greater strength.
This is reflected in the steeper topography of the range front,
which requires much more internal shortening within the
fold-and-thrust belt to achieve the critical taper. Furthermore,
higher rates of erosion in the range front relative to the basin
would further increase the required shortening rates of the
Longmen Shan to maintain the critical taper. Thus, if earth-
quake activity reflects geologic shortening rates, it implies
that the moment release rate from earthquakes in the range
front would be much larger than that in the basin. In other
words, while the Wenchuan event was out-of-sequence in a
geometric sense, it likely represents the more typical location
for large earthquakes in the fold-and-thrust belt, and events in
the basin might be very rare. Indeed, given the weakness and
shallowness of the active detachment level in the basin, it is
unclear whether these faults can support significant enough
stresses to generate large earthquakes.

Discussion

We suggest that the correlation between topography,
structural relief, and shortening in the Sichuan basin and

Longmen Shan indicates that upper-crustal shortening is
the primary process driving the development of steep topo-
graphy along the range front. This seems to obviate the need
for lower-crustal flow and inflation to produce and maintain
the Longmen Shan range front. The inflation mechanism was
initially proposed to explain the topography of the range
front and plateau in the absence of significant crustal short-
ening. Thus, our documentation of significant amounts of
crustal shortening that are spatially correlated with, and suf-
ficient in magnitude to explain, the topography of the range
front argues that the mountain belt has developed by the clas-
sic mechanism of upper-crustal faulting and folding (e.g.,
Chapple, 1978; Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Matte, 1986; Platt,
1986; Alavi, 1993). Moreover, we argue that if lower-crustal
flow occurs in the interior of the mountain belt beneath the
Tibetan Plateau, it must somehow be directly coupled to
upper-crustal deformation in the range front.

The inflation model of the Longmen Shan was largely
derived from the apparent paradox of low geodetic and geo-
logic shortening rates and lack of a traditional foreland basin
together with high relief. Next, we address how these obser-
vations might also be consistent with our results.

Low shortening rates do not mean low shortening.
Indeed, we show that the shortening recorded in the rocks
far exceeds that required to build the current relief, based
on current understanding of erosion rates. Shortening rates of
3 mm=yr (as measured by geodesy) require a spatially aver-
aged erosion rate of 1:2 mm=yr across the range to maintain
steady-state (assuming shortening on a 20-km-deep detach-
ment accommodated over a width of 50 km). This erosion
rate is consistent with fluvial incision rates of 0:5–3 mm=yr
(Kirby, 2001; Kirby et al., 2003) and thermochronological
denudation rates of 0:5–2 mm=yr ( Kirby et al., 2002; God-
ard, Pik et al., 2009) in the Longmen Shan. Furthermore,
today’s shortening rates may be lower than they were in
the past, and erosion simply has not had enough time to sig-
nificantly reduce the relief. In this context, isostatic rebound
could be extending the lifetime of the mountain range. More
detailed models showing the stability of high-gradient mar-
gins in the absence of significant shortening can be found in
Godard, Cattin et al. (2009). Finally, the interseismic short-
ening rates measured geodetically before the Wenchuan
earthquake could be underestimating the long-term shorten-
ing rates, given that they were sampling a period in advance
of a massive earthquake (e.g., Chéry and Vernant, 2006).
Factoring in the coseismic shortening of 3–9 m in the
Wenchuan event (Lin et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009), shorten-
ing rates would be substantially larger than 3 mm=yr even
if such earthquakes were relatively infrequent in the
range front.

As we discussed previously, some of the shortening
recorded in our sections was produced prior to the develop-
ment of the current relief. As the Sichuan basin does not
record significant sedimentary deposits younger than Juras-
sic, we cannot fully distinguish the Mesozoic from Cenozoic
components of this deformation. Nevertheless, our analysis
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suggests that, in at least some cases, Cenozoic structures in
the range front reactivate older Mesozoic features, and the
magnitude of Cenozoic deformation is substantial (Fig. 10).
Combined with our previous assessment that the documented
total shortening is far greater than needed to build the topog-
raphy of the ranges, we suggest that Cenozoic deformation
plays a direct role in maintaining the present-day topography
of the range front.

In addition, we suggest that the growth of the mountain
belt due to shortening is not incompatible with the lack of a
typical foreland basin. While it is true that there is no deep,
localized depression just to the southeast of the Longmen
Shan, a foreland basin does exist in the form of the slight
(1.5°) dip of the western half of the basin toward the moun-
tain range. In addition, Cenozoic sediments are deposited in
thin patches near the range front. We also note that the
Sichuan basin is not a depositional basin; instead, sediments
shed off of the mountain range are carried through the basin
and out to south China through a network of rivers (e.g.,
Clark et al., 2004). Thus, there is no sediment loading to con-
tribute to the formation of a deep foreland basin. Finally, the
basin and lithosphere that underlie it are likely strong and
thick, based on tomography that images a high-velocity root
beneath the basin that is up to 200 km deep (Li et al., 2006).
This suggests that the flexural strength of the basin and
underlying lithosphere is very high. This apparent strength,
together with the small areal extent of the basin and the
fact that it is bounded by fold-and-thrust belts on all four
sides, likely disfavors the development of a traditional fore-
land basin.

Implications for Regional Earthquake Hazards

The Longmen Shan and Sichuan basin systems are
zones of active reverse and oblique-slip faulting (Densmore
et al., 2007; Liu-Zeng et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009; Li et al.,
2010) and contain a number of faults that may be capable of
generating large earthquakes. These include along-strike
sections of faults that ruptured in the Wenchuan earthquake,
the Wenchuan and Range Front faults, and possibly struc-
tures within the basin. As in the Wenchuan rupture, future
large earthquakes could involve multiple subparallel faults,
bridging lateral segment boundaries, including stepovers.

We suggest that the rates of deformation in the system,
and hence hazards, vary as a function of basal detachment
strength and erosion, and can be quantified through our
critical taper wedge mechanics analysis. The implications
for regional earthquake hazards based on this model do not
rely on the parameters used to model the wedge, but instead
on the basic conclusion that higher and lower amounts of
shortening in the ranges and basin, respectively, are required
to build their wedge tapers. Moreover, higher erosion rates in
the ranges imply that additional shortening is required in this
area to maintain the taper.

The plausible locations of earthquakes to a first order
can be defined by the lateral extent of the wedge within

the Sichuan basin. Beyond the toe of the wedge, we do not
expect the system to source earthquakes. We can identify the
approximate location of the toe by fitting a linear trend to the
mean swath topography of the Sichuan basin and determin-
ing where the topography diverges from this slope. This sug-
gests that the toe of the fold belt is located about 200 km to
the east of the western margin of the basin and that all regions
to the west of this location are potentially active parts of the
fold belt (Fig. 15). However, it seems unlikely that those
faults that rise from the very weak, very shallow (<5 km)
detachment within the Sichuan basin are capable of storing
sufficient amounts of elastic strain energy to generate large
earthquakes. Indeed, there appear to be no historic records of
large earthquakes that have occurred in the basin above these
shallow detachment systems. In addition, calculations of
Coulomb stress changes suggest that the Wenchuan earth-
quake lowered the stress on the northern part of this fault
system, decreasing the likelihood of a rupture near Chengdu
(Parsons et al., 2008). Collectively, these observations and
calculations suggest that large earthquakes are unlikely to
nucleate in the basin above the shallow detachment.

Rather, the critical taper wedge model implies that short-
ening rates must be much higher in the range front; given the
greater depths of these faults, they seem much more likely
than their counterparts in the basin to generate large earth-
quakes. In addition to the greater depth and inferred strength
of the faults in the range front, higher erosion rates in this
area likely also promote greater fault activity. As erosion
removes material from the range front and decreases its
topographic slope, the wedge must deform internally in order
to maintain its taper. Thus, it must accommodate additional
shortening in the interior of the fold belt. The location of the
Wenchuan earthquake, occurring in the range front rather
than the basin, may reflect this effect. The Longmen Shan
experiences much higher erosion rates than the Sichuan
basin, due to the difference in slope (∼5–80 times higher:
0:5–2 mm=yr in the Longmen Shan, according to Godard,
Pik et al. [2009] and Kirby et al. [2002], compared with
0:025–0:1 mm=yr in the Sichuan basin, from 1–4 km exhu-
mation over 40 m.y., Richardson et al. [2008]). Thus, the
range front must accommodate much more shortening than
the Sichuan basin, producing much higher rates of faulting
and large earthquakes. In the first part of this paper, we mea-
sured the shortening recorded in the upper crust and demon-
strated that it was, in fact, much higher (perhaps by 35–
60 times) than in the basin (minimum of 95% shortening
in the range front compared with 1.6–2.7% across the Long-
quan andWeiyuan structures). This analysis suggests that the
frontal part of the Longmen Shan is at the greatest risk of
large earthquakes, as demonstrated by the Wenchuan rup-
ture. Average recurrence intervals of 2,000–10,000 years
(Burchfiel et al., 2008) and 3000–6000 years (Li et al.,
2008) have been estimated for major earthquakes on the Bei-
chuan fault. While it is unlikely that the Beichuan fault will
rupture again in the near future, other faults in the system,
including the Range Front thrust and the northern frontal
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faults, as well as the faults that extend to the northeast and
southwest of the rupture, could still source large earthquakes.

Conclusions

The Wenchuan earthquake demonstrates the ability of
thrust fault earthquakes to involve multiple thrust splays
and rupture across significant lateral segment boundaries.
This illustrates that comprehensive assessments of earth-
quake hazard in this region and in other fold-and-thrust belts
around the world must consider the possibility of very large
ruptures occurring along multiple faults. For these very large
but infrequent earthquake scenarios, historical earthquake
catalogs and geodetic data may not be sufficient to identify
and characterize hazards. Instead, it may be necessary to
combine these data with subsurface and surface mapping
to define the geometries and activities of faults in order to
fully document hazards. Measurements of long-term short-
ening recorded in the upper crust along faults and folds,
combined with critical taper wedge mechanics models, can
provide a way to better understand the earthquake hazard in a
mountain belt.

Data and Resources

The seismic reflection database was provided courtesy
of Texaco and the China National Petroleum Company
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Earthquake focal mechanisms and preferred nodal
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National Earthquake Information Center and the Global
Moment Tensor Project database (searched using http://
neic.usgs.gov/neis/epic/epic.html and www.globalcmt.org/
CMTsearch.html; last accessed on 8 October 2009).
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